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DEEP BENEATH THE GROUND, BETWEEN BOULDER'S RIDGE AND SOPHER JUNCTION, LIES THE LITTLE TOWN OF PEBBLETON.

THE TOWN LOOKS LIKE ANY OTHER, EXCEPT FOR ONE THING...

...THERE IS NO COLOR.
Because of the lack of color, all the houses look alike and every street seems like any other street. The little pebblepeople look the same, each about six inches tall, and instead of pretty pink blouses, blue pants, or yellow scarves, they wear only whites, blacks, and greys.

I'm sorry, sir, the only beverages we have are white wine and black coffee.
THE PEBBLE PEOPLE ARE NOT HAPPY IN THEIR WORLD OF NO COLOR. FOR CENTURIES THEY HAVE HEARD STORIES OF A LEGENDARY "COLORLAND," AND THEY LONG TO LOOK UPON THE BLUES, REDS, AND YELLOWS THEY HAVE HEARD SO MUCH ABOUT.

"AND THEN JACK SAW THE GOOSE FLAP ITS WINGS AND LAY A MAGNIFICENT GOLDEN EGG..."

WHAT DOES "GOLDEN" MEAN, GRANDMA?

AH, MY CHILD! "GOLDEN" IS ONE OF THE BEAUTIFUL COLORS OF "COLORLAND," ALONG WITH BLUE AND RED AND PURPLE AND... OH, SO MANY OTHERS. I AM OLD, ROOTA, YET MY DREAM IS SOMEDAY TO SEE THE THINGS OF WHICH THE LEGEND TELLS: A TREE'S AUTUMN COLORS OR A FLOWER'S SOFTLY TINTED PETALS.

BUT IF COLORLAND IS SO BEAUTIFUL, GRANDMA, WHY DOESN'T ANYONE EVER GO THERE?
BECAUSE THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN COLORLAND ARE VERY BIG AND MIGHT ACCIDENTALLY STEP ON ANY PEBBLE PERSON WHO VISITS. ALL OUR PEOPLE ARE AFRAID TO GO THERE, AND BESIDES, NOBODY KNOWS HOW TO REACH COLORLAND! SOME SAY YOU CAN GET THERE THROUGH THE CAVES NEAR COBBLESTONE CANYON.

I'M NOT AFRAID, GRANDMA! I OFTEN PLAY IN THOSE CAVEs AND SOMEDAY I WILL FIND THE WAY TO COLORLAND AND BRING BACK SOME OF THOSE COLORS.

ONE DAY, A FEw WEEKS LATER, ROOTA AND HER FRIEND ROCKIE ARE PLAYING HIDE-AND-SEEK IN THE CAVEs.

AS SHE RUNS THROUGH ONE TUNNEL, ROOTA SEES A LARGE BOULDER ON A LEDGE ABOVE HER.

ONE THOUSAND AND ONE, ONE THOUSAND AND TWO...

IF I COULD PUSH THAT BOULDER ASIDE AND HIDE BEHIND IT, ROCKIE WOULD NEVER FIND ME.
SUDDENLY, THE BOULDER ROLLS ASIDE...

AND A DAZZLING RAY OF GOLDEN SUNLIGHT SHINES ON ROOTA.

AT FIRST, ROOTA HAS TO COVER HER EYES TO PROTECT THEM FROM THE LIGHT.

BUT AT LAST SHE GROWS ACCustomed TO IT, AND SHE CLIMBS THROUGH THE HOLE AND LOOKS OUT.
ROOTA LEAPS TO HER FEET...

AND RUNS AMONG THE FLOWERS.

OH! I FOUND THEM!

I FOUND THE COLORS GRANDMA TOLD ME ABOUT!

OH! THEY ARE MORE MAGNIFICENT THAN I EVER IMAGINED.

THEN ROOTA HAS AN IDEA. SHE KNEELS AND...

OH! THIS IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF THEM ALL! IF ONLY GRANDMA AND THE OTHER PEBBLEPEOPLE COULD SEE IT.
CARRYING THE FLOWER, ROOTA RETURNS TO THE HOLE AND TURNS FOR ONE LAST LOOK.

GOODBYE, BEAUTIFUL COLORS! I WILL RETURN TO SEE YOU AGAIN SOME DAY.

ROOTA MAKES HER WAY BACK THROUGH THE TUNNELS AND FINDS ROCKIE. SHE TELLS HIM OF HER ADVENTURE.

SO THIS IS WHAT COLOR LOOKS LIKE, IT IS PRETTIER THAN I EVER IMAGINED!

I CAN HARDLY WAIT TO SHOW MY GRANDMA!

QUICKLY, THEY TAKE THE FLOWER BACK TO PEBBLETON AND SHOW IT TO ROOTA'S GRANDMOTHER.

OH, ROOTA! IT IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING I HAVE EVER SEEN. YOU HAVE MADE AN OLD WOMAN VERY HAPPY.
BUT WHAT SHOULD WE DO WITH IT, GRANDMA?

THE PEOPLE OF PEBBLETON HAVE BEEN WITHOUT COLOR FOR SO LONG. WHY DON'T YOU AND ROCKIE PLANT IT IN THE TOWN SQUARE?

NOW ALL THE PEBBLEPEOPLE WILL KNOW HOW PRETTY COLOR IS!

THE CHILDREN FOLLOW THE OLDWOMAN'S SUGGESTION, AND...

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING I EVER SAW!

IT MAKES THE WHOLE TOWN SEEM BRIGHTER AND HAPPIER.

HOW DID WE SURVIVE WITHOUT THOSE PRETTY COLORS?

HOW I WOULD LOVE TO HAVE A FLOWER FOR MY OWN!

IS THE PETAL BLUE OR PURPLE?

I DON'T KNOW, BUT I THINK THE STEM IS "GREEN."

WOULDN'T IT BE WONDERFUL IF EVERY CITIZEN OF PEBBLETON COULD HAVE A FLOWER?

Perhaps Roota would go back for more!
ROOTA AND ROCKIE ARE SUMMONED BEFORE THE MAYOR.

AND SO, AS MAYOR, I INSTRUCT YOU TO GO BACK TO COLORLAND AND BRING BACK MORE FLOWERS.

HAPPILY, ROOTA AND ROCKIE RETURN TO THE CAVERNS, BUT...

A ROCKSLIDE HAS CLOSED OFF THAT WHOLE TUNNEL. WHAT SHALL WE DO NOW?

BUT EVERYBODY IN PEBBLETEON WANTS ONE. THEY WILL NEVER BE HAPPY UNLESS WE FIND MORE! WE MUST SEARCH FOR ANOTHER OPENING TO COLORLAND.

DON'T BE SAD. WE STILL HAVE ONE COLOURED FLOWER.

AFTER A LONG SEARCH.

HOORAY! ANOTHER ENTRANCE TO COLORLAND.

LOOK, ROCKIE! THERE IS A GOLDEN LIGHT AHEAD!
But soon their joy fades...

Look, Roota, the golden light is coming from that little hole in the ceiling.

It's so high!

Even the tallest ladder in Pebbleton could never come close to reaching it.

We have searched through all the caves and there is no other entrance to Colorland!

Cheer up! The people of Pebbleton will have to learn to share the colors of our only flower.

But so many people, and only one flower!
THEY RETURN TO PEBBLETON...

OH, LOOK, ROOTA! THE BRIGHT AND PRETTY FLOWER HAS BECOME WILTED AND GREY.

AND THEN, THE FLOWER TOO SHEDS THREE HARD, BLACK TEARS.

THE FLOWER'S COLORS CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT THE GOLDEN LIGHT OF THE WORLD ABOVE, BUT IT IS SAID THAT ITS TEARS WILL GROW NEW FLOWERS IF THEY RECEIVE THE LIGHT.
This gives Roota an idea.

Come on, Rockie, let's go back to the cave.

Soon...

Once there, she places the three tears under the earth where the golden light shines down.

The children take turns watering the spot every day. After a few days...

...three green shoots poke through the ground.
BURSTING WITH HAPPINESS, THE CHILDREN RACE BACK TO PEBBLETON WITH THE GOOD NEWS, BUT...

AS MAYOR, I CERTAINLY SHOULD RECEIVE ONE.

I AM THE RICHEST PERSON IN TOWN, SO I SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO BUY ONE.

I WANT ONE OF THE FLOWERS!

I WAS HERE FIRST, SO I SHOULD GET ONE!

IF I DON'T GET ONE, I'LL HOLD MY BREATH TILL I'M SICK!

I'M THE POOREST, SO I SHOULD BE GIVEN ONE!

ROOTA, YOU FOUND THE COLORS, SO IT IS FOR YOU TO DECIDE WHO WILL GET THEM.

THE PEOPLE OF PEBBLETON HAVE BEEN WITHOUT COLOR ALL THEIR LIVES. NOW THEY HAVE SEEN ITS BEAUTY AND WANT MORE AND MORE. ONLY YOU CAN DECIDE WHO WILL GET A FLOWER AND WHO WON'T.

BUT WHAT AM I TO DO, GRANDMA? I HAVE ONLY THREE FLOWERS YET EVERYBODY WANTS ONE!
So Roota returns to the sunlit cave. She sits beside the flowers, thinking.

She writes numbers in the dust at her feet, then erases them. She draws pictures, and erases those too.

At last, she returns to Pebbleton and summons everyone to the town square.

I have listed everyone from the oldest Pebbleperson to the youngest Pebblebaby.
ROOTA CALLS THE FIRST THREE NAMES AND HANDS EACH A FLOWER.

WHEN THOSE THREE FLOWERS LOSE THEIR COLORS, WE WILL USE THEIR TEARS TO PLANT MORE. IN TIME, EVERYBODY WILL HAVE BEEN GIVEN A FLOWER.

YEARS HAVE SINCE PASSED. A ROCKSLIDE HAS OPENED ANOTHER HOLE IN THE CEILING AND CREATED ANOTHER SUNLIT CORNER.

NOW THE PEBBLE-PEOPLE CAN GROW TWICE AS MANY FLOWERS AS BEFORE AND THE STREETS OF PEBBLETON ARE LINED WITH BEAUTIFUL, COLORED FLOWERS.
But the townspeople are still not content. Many want two, three, and even four flowers of their own. Since Roota cannot grow that many in only two sunlit caves, she and Rockie still search for another opening to Colorland.

So don't be surprised if some summer day when you're lying on the green grass and looking at the blue sky, you hear voices coming from underground. It could be Rockie and Roota searching for the entrance to Colorland.